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Address ARDA Glassware 
ARDA Cam San Ve Tic Ltd. Plant 
Cihangir Mahallesi Kemal Türkler Sokak No:03 
34325 Avcılar-İstanbul

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Founded in 1989,"Arda Glassware " has established a well-known brand name “ARDA”. Arda Glassware is one of the major HAND MADE and
MOUTH BLOWN glass producers in Europe.

We are able to produce clear, solid colored, frosted, alabaster glass. Our major decoration techniques are: Antique leafing, sandblasting, gold rimmed,
artwork transfer and spray/hand painting. Metallic, transparent, opaque paint typea sre offered to meet our customers requests. Also many other glass
decoration tecniques are applicable upon request.

We are producing decorative items (plates, vases, bowls,candleholders, ashtrays), table top products, lightining glasses, jars, cosmetics bottles, flower
pots. We cooperate with our customers if they are willing to have their own design on exclusive base.
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